Dear Valued Customer,

We just received word from Chocolate Ammo relating to this voluntary recall. Chocolate Ammo in compliance with the Consumer Product Safety Committee has recalled Chocolate Ammo in reusable can. The Sportsman’s Guide’s sold this product under item number 134261, 148121, and 148122.

**Hazard:** We regret to inform you that it is necessary to recall the Military Style Chocolate Ammo Tins which were purchased after October 1, 2014, which **DO NOT** have a round colored sticker on the bottom. We discovered that some of the containers may contain small, residual metal fragments from the manufacturing process.

**What you should do:** Replacement of the Chocolate Ammo Tins for consumers will be handled directly by ChocolateAmmo.com.

Please contact Chocolate ammo at 858-605-5204 or email info@chocolateammo.com

Regards,

Customer service
SAFETY RECALL

MILITARY STYLE CHOCOLATE AMMO TINS
Distributed after October 1, 2014, which do not have a round colored sticker affixed to the bottom of the tin.

This product is subject to a voluntary recall by the manufacturer due to small metal fragments being discovered in the bottom of the metal container which contains the chocolate items.

The recall is limited to those Military Style Chocolate Ammo Tins purchased after October 1, 2014, which do not have a round colored sticker affixed to the bottom of the tin. The product was distributed by Coldstream Industries LLC/ChocolateAmmo.com.

Consumers should not consume the chocolate and should dispose of it immediately.

Consumers are eligible to receive a free replacement of each product purchased which is subject to this recall. To obtain a replacement product free of charge, consumers should contact Coldstream Industries LLC/ChocolateAmmo.com via email or the phone number listed below and provide proof of purchase, if available.

For more information, consumers may contact Coldstream Industries LLC/ChocolateAmmo.com between the hours of 8:00 am to 4:00 pm PDT Monday through Friday at:

Via email to: info@chocolateammo.com

(858) 605-5204

Post until January 31, 2015